Personalized therapy for lung cancer: striking a moving target
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Introduction

Lung cancer is the most lethal cancer globally; nearly 1.6 million deaths are reported each year. Despite a reduction in lung cancer mortality in the US in the past two decades, lung cancer incidence is increasing in the developing world due to a rise in tobacco smoking in many parts of the world. Until recently, there were no proven methods to detect lung cancer early. Hence, the vast majority of patients are diagnosed at an advanced stage of the disease, which is not amenable to curative therapies. The use of low-dose CT scan in subjects at high risk for lung cancer for early detection results in a 20% reduction in lung cancer mortality (1). This approach is yet to be adopted universally, and particularly so in resource-constrained societies. Approximately 85% of patients diagnosed with lung cancer have non–small-cell lung cancer (NSCLC), which includes the histological subtypes adenocarcinoma, squamous cell carcinoma, and large-cell carcinoma. Adenocarcinoma has emerged as the most common histological subtype diagnosed in the US (50%) followed by squamous cell histology (30%).

Palliative chemotherapy was the only available systemic therapy for patients with advanced NSCLC until the year 2003. The use of platinum-based combination regimens was beneficial in improving survival and quality of life in comparison to supportive care alone, but the median survival was a modest 8–10 months (2–4). In addition, all subtypes of NSCLC were treated alike, because of limited knowledge on the biological differences between adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma. In 2018, the treatment of lung cancer is dramatically different, particularly for patients with lung adenocarcinoma (Figure 1). Molecular testing, often by next-generation sequencing (NGS), is routinely used at the time of diagnosis to determine the best treatment approach for a given patient. A third of the patients harbor an oncogenic driver event that is druggable, another third of the patients have an inflamed tumor micro-environment that can be targeted with an immune checkpoint inhibitor, and the remainder are treated with combination chemotherapy. These developments have positioned NSCLC as a prime example for personalized cancer therapy. This article reviews the development of targeted agents for lung cancer and the clinical challenges ahead.

Era of targeted therapy for NSCLC

In 2003, gefitinib, an oral epidermal growth factor receptor (EGFR) tyrosine kinase inhibitor (TKI), received FDA approval for the treatment of advanced-stage NSCLC. Gefitinib was associated with an objective tumor response rate of 10%–19% in a subset of patients, thus starting the era of personalized medicine in NSCLC. The initial clinical trial with gefitinib and other agents of its class noted that its highest efficacy was in certain subsets of mainly Asian, female, and never-smokers with adenocarcinoma histology (5, 6). Understanding the biology behind these differential responses led to the discovery of the two sensitizing EGFR mutations (exon...
19 deletion \([\text{del} \ 19]\) and exon 21 L858R point mutation) that were present in patients with a favorable response to EGFR inhibitor therapy. Subsequent studies noted that EGFR mutations were present in approximately 15% of patients of European descent, 35% of Asian patients, and accounted for 80%–90% of responses to EGFR TKIs (7, 8). Further molecular characterization of non–squamous cell NSCLC has revealed several oncogenic driver mutations: rearrangement of the anaplastic lymphoma kinase gene (ALK), c-ros oncogene 1 (ROS1), v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 (BRAF), rearranged during transfection (RET), human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2), and mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (MET), which have been implicated in the development and propagation of NSCLC by signaling uncontrolled proliferation. Multicenter genomic testing in France and in the US has revealed that up to 50% of NSCLC and 64% of adenocarcinomas have a driver mutation, respectively (9, 10). KRAS is the most prevalent alteration, representing 25%–30% of adenocarcinomas, followed by EGFR (15%–30% in the US, up to 63% in Asia), ALK (5%–7%), MET (3%), BRAF (1%–4%), ROS1 (2%), HER2 (2%), RET (1%–2%), tropomyosin receptor kinase (NTRK1; 1%–2%), phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PIK3CA; 2%), and MEK1 (<1%) (Figure 2 and refs. 9–13). These mutations are generally mutually exclusive such that the presence of one driver event often excludes another in the same patient.

**EGFR mutations**

Nearly 90% of the EGFR mutations are localized to exon 19 or 21; cancer cells bearing these events are highly susceptible to EGFR TKIs (14). Erlotinib and gefitinib were the first generation of reversible EGFR inhibitors that were approved for use in advanced NSCLC. These agents result in objective response rates of 50%–70% and median progression-free survival (PFS) of 9 to 10 months for patients harboring EGFR

---

**Figure 1. Treatment algorithm for stage 4 non–small-cell lung cancer.** Molecular testing is used to identify patients that are candidates for targeted therapies based on mutations. Applicable therapies for EGFR mutation include osimertinib, erlotinib, gefitinib, and afatinib; for anaplastic lymphoma kinase gene (ALK) mutation include alectinib, crizotinib, and ceritinib; second-line brigatinib; for c-ros oncogene 1 (ROS1) mutation include crizotinib and ceritinib; for v-raf murine sarcoma viral oncogene homolog B1 (BRAF V600E include dabrafenib plus trametinib. Targeted therapy with activity against other genetic alterations have been identified for rearranged during transfection (RET) mutation (cabozantinib, vandetanib), for mesenchymal-to-epithelial transition (MET), amplification or exon 14 mutation (crizotinib) or human epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2) mutation (ado-trastuzumab emtansine). Patients without actionable mutations will be tested for PDL1 expression, and treatment is determined by the overall level of expression and tumor mutational burden (TMB).
mutations (14–20). Multiple randomized clinical trials have documented superior response rate and PFS with erlotinib or gefitinib over standard platinum-based chemotherapy for patients with EGFR-activating mutations. Afatinib and dacomitinib are referred to as second-generation irreversible EGFR inhibitors. Afatinib was associated with modest improvement in efficacy relative to gefitinib (PFS: 11 vs. 10.9 months); similarly, dacomitinib demonstrated superior PFS compared with gefitinib (PFS: 14.7 vs. 9.2 months); however, this comes at the expense of additional toxicity related to the skin and the gastrointestinal tract (grade 2 or higher adverse event: 33% vs. 9%; 37% vs. 10%, respectively) (21, 22). More recently, osimertinib, a third-generation EGFR inhibitor, has gained approval by the US FDA based on superiority over gefitinib and erlotinib. In a phase 3 study (FLAURA), patients treated with osimertinib had superior PFS (18.9 vs. 10.2 months) and duration of response (23). Activity against brain metastasis was also more favorable for patients treated with osimertinib. Taken together with a favorable toxicity profile, the results show that osimertinib has emerged as a standard first-line therapy option for patients with EGFR-activating mutations. In light of this, the role of second-generation EGFR TKIs in first-line therapy is questionable. Osimertinib was initially developed based on its ability to inhibit the T790M resistance mutation and its selectivity for the mutant receptor. Since it also inhibits the common EGFR-activating mutations, its role as first-line therapy represents a new milestone for patients with EGFR mutations. For patients with uncommon EGFR mutations (L861Q, G719X, and S768I), afatinib is the preferred agent based on modest efficacy results in nonrandomized trials (24). Exon 20 insertion mutations are refractory to the class of EGFR inhibitors currently in clinical use. Recently, poziotinib, a pan-HER TKI, has demonstrated promising preliminary results in patients with exon 20 insertions and is being investigated in ongoing studies (25).

**ALK gene rearrangement**

ALK fusion is observed more commonly in younger patients and never-smokers with adenocarcinoma histology. The disease phenotype is characterized by higher predilection for pleural, pericardial, and brain metastases. ALK fusion can be detected by immunohistochemistry, fluorescent in situ hybridization (FISH), or RT-PCR. Testing for ALK is recommended as part of initial diagnostic workup for patients with advanced non–squamous cell NSCLC histology. Crizotinib was the first ALK inhibitor that demonstrated efficacy in this patient subset. This agent was originally developed as a MET inhibitor; upon recognition of ALK fusions in NSCLC, crizotinib was studied in this biological subset of patients in nonrandomized studies. Based on promising response rates of approximately 60%–65% and median PFS of 10 months, this agent was approved for use in advanced NSCLC patients with ALK fusion (26). These results were confirmed in randomized studies that demonstrated superiority for crizotinib over standard chemotherapy (27). This paved the way for the development of more potent ALK inhibitors such as alectinib, ceritinib, and brigatinib. Initially, these agents were studied for patients that developed acquired resistance to crizotinib; however, two randomized trials in recent years demonstrated robust superiority for alectinib over crizotinib, with median PFS exceeding two years (28, 29). Ceritinib was also proven to be effective as first-line therapy based on superiority over standard chemotherapy in patients with ALK fusion (30). These newer agents exert greater activity against brain metastasis relative to crizotinib.

**ROS1 fusion**

Approximately 1% of patients with advanced NSCLC harbor the ROS1 fusion gene. Crizotinib, which also inhibits ROS1, is the only approved agent for this patient population. It demonstrated a response rate of approximately 70% and median PFS of 19 months in a nonrandomized study (31). For patients that develop acquired resistance to crizotinib, a recent study documented modest activity with a response rate of 56% for lorlatinib, a multi-kinase inhibitor (32). Entrectinib, a ROS1 and TRK inhibitor, has also demonstrated a 29-month median PFS in a recent study for patients with ROS1 fusion abnormality including those with brain metastases (33). These data demonstrate the rapid evolution of targeted therapies for this relatively small subset of NSCLC patients.

**BRAF mutation**

Approximately 2%–3% of patients with advanced NSCLC harbor mutations in the BRAF gene; approximately half of these are the V600E mutation, which is sensitive to BRAF inhibitors. Dabrafenib was initially evaluated as monotherapy and resulted in a response rate of approximately 30% for patients with the V600E mutation (34). Recently, the combination of dabrafenib and trametinib (MEK inhibitor) was
approved by the FDA based on a response rate of 65% and a median PFS of nearly 10 months with this combination approach (35). This regimen is now the standard treatment for patients with the BRAF V600E mutation. Vemurafenib, another BRAF inhibitor, has also demonstrated anticancer activity in this patient subset with a modest response rate (36).

Other treatable driver mutations
MET exon 14 mutation is present in approximately 3%-4% of patients with NSCLC; it is more common in patients with sarcomatoid histology (37). Several MET inhibitors are being studied for this patient subset and the initial results have been promising, with a response rate of approximately 40% (38). RET fusion abnormality is observed in approximately 1% of patients with advanced NSCLC. Initial studies with RET inhibitors resulted in underwhelming results; however, more recently a new class of RET inhibitors that have higher potency and selectivity have entered clinical testing and are hoped to result in more favorable outcomes. NTRK fusions, observed in less than 1% of NSCLC, is sensitive to the new class of NTRK inhibitors. These developments underline the rapid pace at which the pursuit of personalized therapies have advanced in the treatment of lung cancer. Several other driver events are currently being targeted in ongoing clinical trials.

The pursuit of targeted therapies for patients with KRAS mutations has yet to prove successful. The combination of chemotherapy with MEK inhibition was associated with promising results in KRAS-mutated NSCLC, but could not be confirmed in a follow-up phase 3 study (39). The complexity of KRAS mutations has been further magnified by the specific mutation and the presence of co-mutations. For instance, patients with KRAS and LKB1 co-mutation have a poor overall prognosis and are insensitive to immune checkpoint inhibition (40). A class of direct KRAS inhibitors have recently entered clinical investigations.

Despite substantial improvements in efficacy outcomes and meaningful prolongation in duration of response to therapy, the effect on extending overall survival has been debated. Since the majority of patients enrolled in clinical trials ultimately receive the specific TKI being evaluated regardless of the treatment group they are assigned to, the survival results in the control group are diluted. However, population-based studies very clearly show that targeted therapies are making a major contribution to patient outcomes. In France, 51% of patients with a driver mutation who received targeted therapy had an improved survival compared with patients without such an abnormality (16.5 vs. 11.8 months; \( P < 0.00001 \)) (9). While this difference could imply that presence of the mutation itself confers a survival advantage, a retrospective analysis has shown that the prognosis of treatment-naive ALK-positive NSCLC patients did not differ from a general cohort of NSCLC patients, although treatment with crizotinib improved survival (41). Additionally, in the Lung Cancer Mutation Consortium (LCMC), patients from the US treated with genome-directed therapy had a median survival of 3.5 years versus 2.4 years and 2.1 years for those with or without a mutation not treated with targeted therapy, respectively (10). A Japanese study also noted that the overall survival for NSCLC has increased with the routine use of EGFR inhibitors compared with the era before, which substantiated reports from the US and France (42).

Acquired resistance to targeted therapies
Irrespective of the advances that come with targeted therapies, NSCLC patients with oncogenic driver mutations develop resistance under selective pressures and ultimately develop disease progression. Resistance often results from acquired mutations that render the TKI ineffective, activation of alternative cell-signaling pathways, or histologic transformation. These resistance mechanisms appear to be common among various classes of targeted agents discussed earlier. In the following section we describe the major mechanisms underlying escape from targeted therapy in NSCLC.

Modifications of the oncogenic driver
Secondary mutations. The commonly used targeted drugs in lung cancer inhibit tyrosine kinase function by either disrupting adenosine triphosphate (ATP) binding or inducing suppressive conformational changes. However, secondary mutations in the oncogenic tyrosine kinase can counter this inhibition usually with a higher affinity for ATP or steric hindrance to TKI binding. In the case of EGFR-mutated NSCLC, 50%-60% of patients treated with first-generation TKIs (gefitinib, erlotinib) develop a new mutation in exon 20 T790M that increases the affinity for ATP binding (43–46). Other secondary EGFR mutations account for only approximately 1%-2% of patients and include D761Y, T854A, and L747S (43, 47–49). Osimertinib was studied specifically for T790M-positive NSCLC in the setting of acquired resistance to EGFR TKI
therapy, and demonstrated robust superiority over chemotherapy. Interestingly, none of the patients treated with osimertinib as first-line therapy developed T790M-mediated acquired resistance. Escape mechanisms of third-generation TKIs such as osimertinib include the loss of T790M, the acquisition of tertiary mutations, or the development of mutations in alternative pathways such as HER-2 and BRAF. The most common tertiary mutation appears to be C797S, which affects the TKI covalent bond residue (50). Loss of T790M, but maintenance of the original driver mutation, can be therapeutically targeted with reintroduction of the first-generation TKIs even in the setting of the tertiary C797S mutation (51, 52). While C797S appears to represent about 20% of secondary mutations of third-generation TKIs, other less frequent mutations include L718Q, L792F, L844V, and G796D (53–56). In preclinical experiments, gefitinib and afatinib demonstrate anticancer effects against C797S, L718Q, and L844V when each was added to EGFR-sensitizing mutations in the absence of T790M due to the fact that the original binding pocket is unaffected in many of these situations (54). Clinically, osimertinib resulted in a response rate of 14% after prior naftanitinib failure, with a median duration of treatment of 9 months, which suggests that sequencing therapies can be effective in some cases, depending on the resistance mechanism induced (57). However, the presence of all three mutations (L858R/T790M/C797S) appears to have resulted in resistance to the available EGFR TKIs, but has shown some response to EGFR antibodies alone or in combination with brigatinib (54, 58). Additionally, the combination of first- and third-generation TKIs appears to be active against the three mutations combined, but only when the C797S and T790M mutation are on trans alleles (59). Therefore, combination therapies against the EGFR-dependent mechanisms remain effective in some cases. There are also varying mechanisms of resistance to osimertinib, depending on whether it is used as first-line therapy or second-line therapy. C797S mutations are seen in a small subset of patients and activation of other pathways driven by mutations have been reported with first-line osimertinib therapy. Effective treatment for this group of patients is continually being redefined based on the genomic shift that occurs in response to specific TKIs, taking personalized medicine to its ultimate limits.

The development of secondary ALK mutations after ALK TKI therapy occurs in approximately 20%–30% of resistant cases (60). In contrast to EGFR, resistance mutations appear quite varied, with at least 15 identified mutations, of which L1196 and G1269A mutations are the most common (Table 1) (61–64). Since crizotinib is a relatively weak inhibitor, resistance mechanisms tend to be different from those treated with the more potent second-generation ALK TKIs. The emergence of gatekeeper mutations appears to be slightly lower with crizotinib, as a subset of these patients develop resistance due to lower potency of the drug against ALK. The difference in potency likely explains the improved efficacy of the second-generation ALK inhibitors against brain metastasis relative to crizotinib, a common problem in ALK-driven NSCLC. Resistance mutations develop in 50% of patients treated with second-generation ALK TKIs and also increase when treated with more than one ALK TKI, suggesting that more potent inhibition not only leads to an increase in mutations, but also more specific alterations (60, 65). Among the acquired mutations, the G1202R mutation appears to be the most difficult type to treat. In addition, recent evidence indicates that mechanisms of resistance vary based on the specific ALK fusion variant. Fusion variant 3 is associated with a higher likelihood of development of the G1202R mutation, when compared with variant 1 (66). Lorlatinib, a promising new ALK inhibitor, appears to inhibit ALK signaling in patients with the G1202R mutation, with objective responses in greater than 50% of the patients (67–71). As with other TKIs, lorlatinib induces resistance mutations such as L1198F, which affects drug binding (72). This L1198F modification, however, results in resensitization to crizotinib by enhancing its binding to the ALK translocation, despite the persistence of a crizotinib-induced secondary resistance mutation. Similarly, alectinib has been able to overcome ceritinib’s G1123S-mediated resistance, while ceritinib has been used successfully in patients with alectinib-induced I1171T resistance (73, 74). Therefore, identifying posttreatment resistance mutations can effectively guide sequential therapies.

A number of secondary ROS1 resistance mutations have been identified, with the most common being G2032R in approximately 40% of crizotinib-treated patients (75). More recently, entrectinib, a novel multi-kinase inhibitor, has demonstrated robust PFS of 30 months in a small cohort of patients with ROS1-positive NSCLC (76). However, entrectinib does not appear to be effective against G2032R in preclinical models and might be ineffective in patients that have received prior therapy with crizotinib; to the contrary, lorlatinib has shown promising activity in the acquired resistance setting for patients with ROS1-positive NSCLC. Several other promising agents are also under investigation (77–83). As TKIs are being employed in the treatment of other oncogenic drivers such as cabozantinib or vandetanib for RET and enterctinib for NTRK, the emergent resistance mutations are beginning to be reported in the literature. Similar to the ALK situation, the vandetanib-mediated KIF5B-RET810A resistance mutation paradoxically enhances its sensitivity to other TKIs, ponatinib
and lenvatinib, in vitro (84). Therefore, studying the sensitivity of each gatekeeper mutation to the specific therapeutic agent will guide the management of acquired resistance.

Alterations of target expression. Amplification of the oncogenic driver is another mechanism that can promote therapy resistance by outpacing drug effects, which is dose-limited by side effects. Often, levels of the original alteration are increased in addition to other resistance mechanisms, specifically secondary mutations that can be preferentially amplified as well. An analysis of patients who developed resistance to first-generation TKIs revealed that those with an EGFR amplification also had a T790M mutation, and in two of three cases, the T790M expression was selectively amplified (44). As noted in ALK-positive patients, amplifications can also be an independent cause of resistance and appear to occur regardless of TKI potency (60, 63). Less commonly, loss of activating mutations has been noted for EGFR- and ALK-positive patients (61, 85). This loss of an EGFR mutation has been accompanied by a compensatory MET tyrosine kinase amplification in resistant patient tumor samples and has demonstrated MET TKI sensitivity in resistant cell lines (86). Identified as an oncogenic swap, in which growth dependence switches from the original mutation to another driver, this highlights the importance of knowing the dominant resistance mechanism to not only improve selection of a therapy, but also to minimize the toxicities of unnecessary combination therapy.

Bypass pathways
Parallel pathways. Cellular signaling primarily occurs through the JAK/STAT, PI3K/AKT/MTOR, and Ras/Raf/MEK/ERK1/2-MAPK pathways, which serve as downstream effectors of many oncogenic driver mutations. While TKI therapy against an activating mutation can effectively disrupt cellular sig-
naling, emergence of alternative or downstream pathways can circumvent such inhibition beyond on-target alterations alone. MET amplification is a common bypass mechanism of EGFR TKIs, representing approximately 5%–10% of first-generation TKI-resistant cases and up to 30% for osimertinib-resistant cases, while upregulation of its ligand, hepatocyte growth factor (HGF), seems to occur less frequently (44, 45, 56, 87, 88). MET heterodimerizes with ERBB3 to activate the PI3K/AKT pathway independently of EGFR. In the clinic, this knowledge has prompted the investigation of combining EGFR TKIs with MET inhibitors for patients with MET amplification as the major resistance mechanism. Initial results of combination therapy with gefitinib and the MET inhibitor campmatinib (INC280) in EGFR-mutated NSCLC patients who had progressed on prior TKI therapy demonstrated a disease control rate of 80%. Patients with a MET copy number of at least 6 had a higher response rate of 30% versus 19% in those with a copy number of at least 5 (89). Similarly, the MET inhibitor tepotinib in combination with gefinitib has shown promising results (90). The effectiveness of this approach supports further evaluation of novel combination strategies to overcome acquired resistance.

Other major tyrosine kinase parallel pathways that are being targeted for inhibition in EGFR-mutated NSCLC include HER2, IGF-1R, AXL, and FGFR3 (91–95). HER2 amplification, although rare in treatment-naïve EGFR-mutant patients, represents up to 13% of EGFR TKI resistance and appears to be mutually exclusive from T790M (45, 91). Unfortunately, HER2-directed therapy has not proven effective against HER2-amplified NSCLCs (96). However, afatinib, which has HER2 TKI activity, combined with cetuximab, a monoclonal EGFR antibody, demonstrated a 29% overall response rate with similar responses in both T790M-positive and -negative patients in a phase 2 trial of EGFR-mutant TKI-resistant NSCLC patients (97). Notably, the T790M-negative patients had a longer duration of response (9.4 vs. 5.6 months). Additionally, HER3 inhibitors are currently being evaluated, as the HER3 receptor heterodimerizes with EGFR, HER2, and MET, but has limited kinase activity itself.

Similarly, resistance to ALK TKIs can occur via several alternative pathways that include EGFR, IGF-1R, AXL, KIT, HER3, and SRC tyrosine kinases (63, 95, 98, 99). EGFR activation is commonly seen in ALK resistance (74), including development of EGFR-activating mutations (61, 100). EGFR activation has also been found to circumvent inhibition in ROS1-driven NSCLCs (101). Selective inhibition of the dominant pathway promotes resistance through parallel pathways, suggesting that blocking one target is not sufficient for long-term control of NSCLC.

Table 1. Targeted therapies for oncogenic mutations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Oncogenic mutation</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>ORR (%)</th>
<th>Median PFS (months)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EGFR mutation</td>
<td>gefitinib vs. chemotherapy (4 phase III trials)</td>
<td>261</td>
<td>62–85 vs. 31–47</td>
<td>8–10.8 vs. 5.4–6.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>erlotinib vs. chemotherapy (3 phase III trials)</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>63–83 vs. 18–36</td>
<td>9.7–13.1 vs. 4.6–5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>afatinib vs. chemotherapy (2 phase III trials)</td>
<td>345</td>
<td>56–67 vs. 23</td>
<td>11 vs. 5.6–6.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>osimertinib vs. first-generation EGFR TKI&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>80 vs. 76</td>
<td>18.9 vs. 10.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EML4-ALK translocation</td>
<td>crizotinib vs. chemotherapy</td>
<td>343</td>
<td>74 vs. 45</td>
<td>10.9 vs. 7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>alectinib vs. crizotinib (2 phase III trials)</td>
<td>207</td>
<td>85 vs. 70</td>
<td>26 vs. 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROS1 rearrangement</td>
<td>crizotinib (ALK, MET, and ROS1 inhibitor)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>15.2–19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ceritinib</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dabrafenib (RAF inhibitor) plus trametinib (MEK inhibitor)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>9.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vemurafenib (RAF inhibitor)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>7.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>dabrafenib (RAF inhibitor)</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RET rearrangement</td>
<td>cabazantinib (multi-kinase inhibitors)</td>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>vandetanib (multi-kinase inhibitors)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HER2 mutation</td>
<td>ado-trastuzumab emtansine (antibody-drug conjugate)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>trastuzumab (HER2 monoclonal antibody)</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>afatinib (EGFR and HER2 kinase inhibitor)</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MET amplification or exon 14 splice mutation</td>
<td>crizotinib</td>
<td>42%–59%</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TKI, tyrosine kinase inhibitor; N, patients enrolled; ORR, overall response rate; PFS, progression-free survival; mos, months. *First-generation EGFR TKI: gefitinib or erlotinib.
Activation of downstream signaling. While multi-kinase inhibitors may inhibit the initial activation of a pathway, modifications in the downstream effector proteins can maintain cellular signaling independently. Generally, KRAS, NRAS, BRAF, and MEK1 mutations do not occur concurrently with EGFR- or ALK-activating mutations, but such mutations have been reported in acquired resistance. KRAS mutations have been detected in EGFR TKI-resistant patient samples using more sensitive methods and in ALK- or ROS1-resistant patients (61, 102, 103).

More commonly, amplification of the MAPK pathway or downregulation of negative regulators is implicated in activation of downstream signaling. This includes MAPK amplification or downregulation of neurofibromin 1 (NF1), which inactivates a Ras-activating GTPase in EGFR resistance; downregulation of the enzyme dual-specificity phosphatase 6 (DUSP6), which inactivates the pathway’s tyrosine kinases in ALK-resistant cells; and KRAS amplification in ROS1 (103–106). In BRAFV600E-mutant NSCLC, a truncated variant induced resistance to inhibition, but was able to maintain pathway signaling (107). MEK inhibition has been effective in not only re-sensitizing the NSCLC to TKIs, but also in delaying resistance. These combinations are being further investigated.

Activation of the PI3K pathway has also been linked to acquired resistance to targeted therapies. PI3K mutations have been detected in approximately 4% of resistant EGFR or ALK TKI–treated specimens, while loss of phosphatase and tensin homolog (PTEN), which inactivates phosphatidylinositol-3,4,5-triphosphate (PIP3) signaling via dephosphorylation, has also been identified as a mechanism of EGFR resistance (65, 108, 109). However, the clinical role of the PI3K pathway in mediating resistance is not clear, as pathway alterations do not appear to affect TKI response in EGFR-mutated NSCLC patients nor cell survival in ALK-positive NSCLC cells (105, 110).

Phenotypic transformations
Epithelial-to-mesenchymal transition (EMT) of tumors has been detected in EGFR TKI– and ALK TKI–resistant NSCLCs facilitating migration and invasion, but the exact role of EMT in resistance remains unclear (44, 65). While the mechanism of this transition has not been fully elucidated, AXL tyrosine kinase expression has been associated with it and IGF-1R has been noted to induce EMT in EGFR TKI–resistant cell lines (93, 111). However, once EMT occurs, IGF-1R inhibition appears to become ineffective, though a dependence on the Src/focal adhesion kinase (FAK) pathway develops such that these cells are sensitive to the Src TKI dasatinib in combination with EGFR inhibition (112). In fact, dasatinib or MEK inhibition combined with EGFR TKI has also been noted to prevent EMT, suggesting a role for both pathways in preventing this phenotype (113, 114).

Histologic transformation into small-cell lung cancer accounts for 3%–10% of EGFR TKI resistance and has also been reported in ALK TKI resistance (44, 45, 115–117). Despite this transition, the original activating mutation is retained, although molecularly these cancers appear more similar to de novo small-cell cancers (118). Tissue analysis has linked RB loss to these transformed small-cell cancers in EGFR-mutated patients, compared with only 11% in the NSCLC samples. These patients are treated with chemotherapy similar to the approach against classical small-cell cancers.

Circulating tumor DNA in understanding resistance mechanisms
It is increasingly evident that resistance to targeted therapies is a dynamic event and can not only be used to select treatment approaches, but also to define prognosis. Until recently, a tumor biopsy was necessary to determine the molecular mechanisms of resistance to targeted therapies. Recently, molecular testing in cell-free DNA has emerged as a potent tool to study resistance.

Blood-based sampling of tumor cell fragments or circulating tumor DNA (ctDNA) has recently been FDA approved for detection of activating EGFR mutations in NSCLC as a companion diagnostic test, and these assays are being further investigated in clinical trials to help guide therapeutic decisions. The commonly used ctDNA testing methods include digital PCR, amplification (via beads, emulsion, and magnets [BEAMing]), or nondigital platforms (amplification-refractory mutation system [ARMS], ligand-targeted PCR [LT-PCR]), and next-generation sequencing (NGS) (119). PCR offers limited mutational testing with an often quick turnaround time, while NGS offers more extensive testing, but requires more time for testing, better standardization, and the need to further differentiate between detection of background noise versus clinically relevant results. ctDNA can be obtained from plasma or serum; while serum generally has a higher concentration, detection of mutations is often better in plasma samples.
ctDNA assays were found to have a high specificity (0.96; CI 0.93–0.98) and a moderate sensitivity (0.62; CI 0.51–0.72) for detecting EGFR mutations compared with tissue in a meta-analysis of 3,110 patients (120). Accuracy improves with advanced-stage disease, but is decreased after chemotherapy. Higher ctDNA concentrations predict for poorer outcomes, but are also associated with predictive potential for outcome with targeted therapies (121). In studies of third-generation TKIs, response rate and PFS were similar irrespective of the method (tissue vs. plasma) used for T790M detection; however, 20%–30% of mutations were missed by ctDNA alone, suggesting that multiple methods may need to be employed to confirm a negative result (122–124). Additionally, ctDNA can be used to predict resistance and progression by detection of the T790M mutation even before radiologic progression (125, 126). Evidence suggests that ctDNA analysis can detect multiple resistance mechanisms within a patient and can also be used to monitor responses in ALK-positive patients (102, 127). Recent data also indicate that serial monitoring of ctDNA can help determine prognosis within weeks of initiation of EGFR TKI therapy (128). As the clinical role of ctDNA is being better defined, this monitoring approach is increasingly being used as an adjunctive study to help guide therapeutic decisions.

Role of immunotherapy in NSCLC

Engaging the patient’s immune system to treat cancer has recently emerged as an effective strategy. Several immune checkpoint inhibitors that reverse T cell exhaustion by inhibiting the programmed death protein 1 (PD-1) pathway have proven to be effective for the treatment of advanced-stage NSCLC. In patients with tumors harboring high PD-L1 expression (>50%), pembrolizumab is associated with superior PFS and overall survival (129). In addition, the combination of chemotherapy with pembrolizumab results in superior overall survival when compared with platinum-based chemotherapy alone for patients with advanced non–squamous cell NSCLC, regardless of the PD-L1 expression status (130). These developments have completely altered the treatment landscape for patients with NSCLC. Other inhibitors of the PD-1 pathway such as nivolumab and atezolizumab have also demonstrated improved outcomes for patients with advanced-stage NSCLC (131, 132). Another emerging novel approach for treatment of cancer includes combinations of immune checkpoint inhibitors. A phase 3 clinical trial recently demonstrated improved PFS for the combination of nivolumab and ipilimumab (CTLA4 inhibitor) when compared with chemotherapy for patients with high tumor mutation burden (133).

These exciting developments, however, have not made a substantial impact for patients with driver mutations such as EGFR. Nearly all the studies with immune checkpoint inhibitors excluded patients with known EGFR and ALK aberrations. A meta-analysis of second-line randomized immunotherapy trials failed to show an overall survival advantage in EGFR-mutated patients treated with checkpoint inhibitors compared with docetaxel (134). Tumors of patients with EGFR mutation are associated with lower PD-L1 expression and low tumor mutation burden, which could explain the relative lack of efficacy of immune checkpoint inhibitors in this patient population (135). Additionally, the combination of TKIs and immunotherapies have proven toxic with significant grade 3 or 4 adverse events, resulting in the closing of several of these trials early (136). For these reasons, it is important that targeted therapy remain as the standard of care for patients with EGFR mutation and ALK translocation. New efforts are looking to modulate the immune system to treat oncogene-addicted tumors through novel combinations, vaccines, and other evolving strategies that will likely lead to improved patient outcomes.

Conclusions

With increasing insights into tumor biology, we have moved from a shotgun approach with chemotherapy to a more targeted treatment paradigm. Genomic profiling of The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) has demonstrated that up to 90% of 3,277 tumors tested have at least 1 potentially targetable alteration, with the majority having multiple (137). Overall, nearly 75% of these alterations are estimated to be clinically relevant, with more than 80% potentially impacting treatment options for NSCLC patients (138). As our detection methods improve, the challenge becomes identifying the therapeutic significance of such alterations, especially if multiple exist. Currently, several basket trials such as the NCI MATCH (NCT02465060) and TAPUR (NCT02693535) trials are ongoing to further evaluate molecularly targeted therapies based on genomic testing.

In NSCLC, TKI therapy has already changed the therapeutic landscape and the lives of patients by reducing toxicities, improving quality of life, and outcomes. Effective targeted therapy revolves around the idea of a single oncogenic driver that sustains cancer growth; however, selective inhibition gives rise to escape
mechanisms in the form of on-target alterations, bypass pathways, and to a lesser degree, histologic transformation to small-cell cancer. As such, novel drugs to target secondary mutations, multi-kinase inhibitors, or combination therapy is being used to combat resistance. Increasing evidence suggests that liquid biopsies will offer better treatment monitoring and a more comprehensive assessment of the resistance mechanisms involved, which will allow for appropriate treatment selection. With better temporal monitoring of resistance, sequential therapy may offer effective options with less toxicity than combinations. However, about one-third of EGFR TKI and ALK TKI resistance remains unknown, indicating the need for better techniques and additional research to identify, and ultimately prevent such mechanisms (139, 140). The recent success of immunotherapy in NSCLC offers hope that a person's immune system can be harnessed to more comprehensively control cancer in even those with oncogenic drivers. Hopefully, between the crossroads of targeted therapy and immunotherapy lies the solution for better and longer lives for all cancer patients.
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